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Welcome!
I cannot thank you enough for supporting this small
business of mine. The income you provide buys our
groceries, festive clothing, and helps pay for our
family outings. I love seeing parents play alongside
their children and support their growth and
development in a natural and fun way.
I would LOVE to see how you're using this product!
Please be sure to tag me on Instagram @appleslices.llc
so I can see and share what you're doing!
Can't wait to start working with you!
Cheers!

Kelly Anne
Apple Slices
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WELCOME VIDEO
ALLOW ME TO PROPERLY THANK YOU AND WELCOME YOU!

CLICK HERE TO WATCH

WELCOME VIDEO SUMMARIZED
Hey there! Thank you so much for supporting my small business! In
college, I realized I wanted to be a teacher and fell in love with teaching.
Watching children learn is such an amazing feeling. So when I began
creating curriculums for teachers, I realized I also loved helping teachers
fall in love with teaching. After using my writing curriculums, many
educators *enjoyed* teaching writing - and that is such a great feeling for
everyone. So when I became a parent, I wanted some guidance. I wanted
to know how I could *best* support my child in their learning and have
some fun during the process. I’m not going to pretend that our son is
developmentally on par. Or that this curriculum is a cure-all for helping
your child learn. But it is a great way to spend some one-on-one time with
your child every day and to make sure they’re engaging with their toys,
learning how to be a problem solver, and getting their hands on lots of
great books. This curriculum is meant to help engage your child in play.
Play is the number one way your child will learn and develop
appropriately.
So it should also be noted, while flashcards are included in this product,
they are not intended to be used for quizzing your child. Instead, they are
tools to support you if you don’t have a sample of the object or animal
you’re teaching. So use these flashcards unconventionally. Run around
and find the item on the card, act out the animal, bring each topic to life,
and HAVE FUN.
I’ve found that if I spend 10-15 minutes every morning with each child,
really listening and pouring into them, then they are more willing to play
independently the rest of the day, allowing me to do laundry, check
emails, and work. These lessons provide some quality one on one time for
you and your child.
I hope you enjoy them as much as we have and share them with family
and friends around you!
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Frequently
Asked Questions

01.

SHOULD I CORRECT MY CHILD IF THEY GET SOMETHING WRONG?
Nope! Your child will more often than not figure out their mistake and
correct it on their own, given enough time. (Which is the goal, right!?)
Try to refrain from saying "That's right!!" or "No - that's not right." to
your child. This helps build their internal dialogue and problemsolving! YAY! If they make a mistake, just say something like, "That's a
triangle. We want the circle. Hmmm... where is the circle?" And try
again.

02.

DO I NEED TO COMPLETE EVERY LESSON?

03.

DO I NEED TO PURCHASE A LOT OF ITEMS TO
IMPLEMENT THIS CURRICULUM?

Heck no! This resource is a guideline to help you have some fun and do
some educational activities with your toddler - but only *you* know
your child best. So, please, always do whatever is best for them and
your family. Feel free to skip around, change the theme, or change the
daily suggestions!

Definitely not! As a parent, I know the last thing you
need is more STUFF. The materials included are
suggestions, but I guarantee you can find something to
replace or stand-in for any items you don't have, without
spending more money. And use my YouTube videos in
place of books!
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Weekly Transportation Plans
DAY ONE

Moving a Train and Making Train Noises

DAY TWO

Putting Together Transportation Puzzles

DAY THREE

Playdough Trucks

DAY FOUR

Drive the Tape

DAY FIVE

Naming Vehicles

DAY SIX

Matching Vehicles

DAY SEVEN

Vehicle Sensory Bin

DAY EIGHT

Fetch the Car

DAY NINE

Fetch the Car and Make Some Noise

DAY TEN

Ramp for Cars
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Transportation

WHAT'S ON OUR TOY SHELF THIS WEEK
I recommend sticking with 6-10 toys in your playroom at all times. Here's a
look at how we set up our playroom and what's on our shelves as we learn
more about this week's topic!
Activity #1

Activity #2

Activity #3

Your child's current
favorite activity or toy

An activity focusing
on hand-eye
coordination

An activity focusing on
language learning

Activity #4

Activity #5

Activity #6

An activity featuring
arts & crafts

An activity focusing
on daily life skills

A musical instrument
or scarf

Activity #7

Activity #8

Books!

An activity revolving
around the weekly
theme

An activity revolving
around the weekly
theme

Set out a basket of
themed books! (my
recommendations are
below)

Last Stop on Market
Street
My First Things That Go
Toot Toot Beep Beep
Trashy Town
The Wheels on the
Garbage Truck
Rosa Loves Cars
Rosa Rides Her Scooter

Click each toy and book title above to take you to our favorite toys and books!
If you're using a printed version, or just want to see everything in one place, go to AppleSlicesLLC.com/toddler-toys.

Day One

TRANSPORTATION
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

A few pieces of train track or a fake
road. (available in the curriculum
resources)
One or two trains or vehicles to drive
on your road

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. With two hands, pick up the basket
and place it on the floor in front of
your child.
2. Pick up the train or vehicle and say
“This is a train. A train. A train!”

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

From here, allow your child to explore
and investigate on their own. If they need
a little support, stay with them until they
are playing well by themselves. Then
quietly back off and stay nearby, work,
drinking coffee, fold laundry, etc. Allow
them to play independently for as long as
possible.

2) PREP WORK

1. Place your track and train places in a
basket in the playroom

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Show your child how to move the
train along the track and make train
noises as you go.
2. Continue pushing the train around
the track or on the floor. And
encourage your child to copy you or
take over!
3. Whenever they’re finished playing,
show them how to pick up the track
and put it back in the basket and on
the shelf.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Close out learning time by revisiting your
focus with a book about transportation.
This could be before nap time, at the end
of the day, or whenever you need a
reading break! Each day will be different
and that's okay.

Day Two

TRANSPORTATION
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Transportation puzzle
If you don't have a transportation
puzzle, you can print out two.sets of
transportation flash cards and
practice matching them

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Pick up a puzzle piece and show it to
your child. Name each piece and show
them how to place it in the puzzle.
2. Then remove the puzzle piece and
place it next to the puzzle.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

From here, allow your child to explore
and investigate on their own. If they need
a little support, stay with them until they
are playing well by themselves. Then
quietly back off and stay nearby, work,
drinking coffee, fold laundry, etc. Allow
them to play independently for as long as
possible.

2) PREP WORK

1. Place a transportation puzzle on a
tray and remove the puzzle pieces
from the puzzle and place them next
to the puzzle.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Encourage your child to pick up the
puzzle piece or pieces and place them
in the puzzle.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Close out learning time by revisiting your
focus with a book about transportation.
This could be before nap time, at the end
of the day, or whenever you need a
reading break! Each day will be different
and that's okay.

Day Three

TRANSPORTATION
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Handheld cars, planes, or trucks
Playdough

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Squish the playdough onto a table or
flat surface.
2. Take the vehicles one at a time and
name them to your child. “This is a
car. A car!” etc.
3. Show your child how to roll their
vehicles over the playdough and
creating tracks.
4. As you push the cars along, make car,
train, and helicopter noises (whatever
is appropriate).

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

From here, allow your child to explore
and investigate on their own. If they need
a little support, stay with them until they
are playing well by themselves. Then
quietly back off but stay nearby for
support.

2) PREP WORK

1. Place playdough on a tray with one or
two vehicles.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Hand the vehicles to your child one at
a time and encourage them to push
the cars along the road you’ve created.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Close out learning time by revisiting your
focus with a book about transportation.
This could be before nap time, at the end
of the day, or whenever you need a
reading break! Each day will be different
and that's okay.

Day Four

TRANSPORTATION
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Handheld cars, planes, or trucks
A few "obstacles" like a bridge, tunnel,
etc.
A "road" on the floor created by tape.

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Present your child with each vehicle
and name it when you show it to
them.
2. Then push the vehicles along the
“road” and make the vehicle noises as
you go.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

From here, allow your child to explore
and investigate on their own. If they need
a little support, stay with them until they
are playing well by themselves. Then
quietly back off and stay nearby, work,
drinking coffee, fold laundry, etc. Allow
them to play independently for as long as
possible.

2) PREP WORK

1. Take masking tape, painter’s tape, or
road tape and create a road on the
floor with it.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Allow your child to take over and roll
their cars along the playdough.
2. Let them take it from here and play
with the vehicles or playdough
however they’d like!

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Close out learning time by revisiting your
focus with a book about transportation.
This could be before nap time, at the end
of the day, or whenever you need a
reading break! Each day will be different
and that's okay.

Day Five

TRANSPORTATION
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Vehicle flashcards printed and
laminated for durability

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Show your child one of the flashcards
and name the vehicle on it.
2. Place it on the floor in front of your
child. Let them touch it, pick it up,
hand it to you, etc.
3. Repeat the name of the vehicle of the
card.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

From here, allow your child to explore
and investigate on their own. If they need
a little support, stay with them until they
are playing well by themselves. Then
quietly back off and stay nearby, work,
drinking coffee, fold laundry, etc. Allow
them to play independently for as long as
possible.

2) PREP WORK

1. Choose a few flashcards (2-4 is plenty)
and place them on a small tray.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Repeat the same activity with the
remaining flashcards. If they lose
interest, wait it out and try again a
little later.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Close out learning time by revisiting your
focus with a book about transportation.
This could be before nap time, at the end
of the day, or whenever you need a
reading break! Each day will be different
and that's okay.

Day Six

TRANSPORTATION
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Vehicle flashcards printed and
laminated for durability
Small vehicles that match the cards
you've selected

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Show your child one of the flashcards
and name the vehicle on it. “This is a
firetruck. A firetruck. This is a
firetruck.”
2. Place it on the floor in front of your
child. Let them touch it, pick it up,
hand it to you, etc.
3. Pick up the matching vehicle and
show it to your child. “This is a
firetruck. A firetruck.”
4. Put the 3D firetruck with the 2D
firetruck and point to them both.
“These are firetrucks.”

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

From here, allow your child to explore
and investigate on their own. If they need
a little support, stay with them until they
are playing well by themselves. Then
quietly back off but stay nearby for
support.

2) PREP WORK

1. Choose a few flashcards and
matching vehicles your child can play
with.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Repeat the same activity with the
remaining flashcards. If they lose
interest, wait it out and try again a
little later.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Close out learning time by revisiting your
focus with a book about transportation.
Try to choose a book that has pictures of
the vehicles you introduced today. Read
aloud time could be before nap time, at
the end of the day, or whenever you need
a reading break! Each day will be different
and that's okay. Just make surre to circle
back to the topic so you can reinforce the
new knowledge.

Day Seven

TRANSPORTATION
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Sensory bin with beans, rice, or water.
I recommend a 41-quart tub with a ½
lb. of rice
The small vehicles from yesterday the
transportation flashcards, and any
other ones you want to include.

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Again, introduce the vehicles you’re
going to be exploring today. Always
use the correct language when
introducing a vehicle.
2. Show your child one vehicle at a time
and say “This is a car. A car. A car.
This is a car. You can hold the car.
The car. Car. Place the car here (and
point to the floor.)” Repeat this
introduction with each vehicle.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

From here, allow your child to explore
and investigate on their own. If they need
a little support, stay with them until they
are playing well by themselves. Then
quietly back off and stay nearby, work,
drinking coffee, fold laundry, etc. Allow
them to play independently for as long as
possible.

2) PREP WORK

1. Pull together a sensory bin, if you
don’t have one already.
4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Now, show your child the sensory bin.
I like to place our sensory bin in
another room during the Introduction,
so we’re not distracted by it during the
introduction.
2. Place the car in the sensory bin and
say, “Can you hand me the car?” The
sensory bin might be too exciting for
your child to focus on you, and that’s
okay! Just place each vehicle in the
sensory bin and enjoy watching your
child play with the bin. Place scoopers,
measuring cups, and funnels in the
sensory bin, as well, to maximize your
child’s fun!
3. This is also a good time to passively
introduce other vehicles they haven’t
seen yet. Just don’t worry about a
formal introduction or making sure
your child remembers their name.
4. If they pull out one of the shapes, say,
”Yes! That’s a helicopter. A helicopter!”
6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Close out learning time by revisiting your
focus with a book about transportation.

Day Eight

TRANSPORTATION
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

2) PREP WORK

1 to 3 cars that roll smoothly

Go through your vehicles and find 1-3
of your vehicles that roll the
smoothest when pushed (preferably
not pull back cars)

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Grab the vehicle you want to roll and
sit about 2 feet away from your child.
Say “look” and roll the car towards
them. Cheer when the car gets to
your child.
2. Encourage them to roll the car back to
you or just pick it up and bring it to
you. Our son loved bringing the car
back to us far more than he did rolling
it. And that’s great!
3. See if you can expand the distance
you’re rolling the cars as you play.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Encourage your child to sit with you
and roll the car(s) into a specific
space/goal. Then see if they will take
off on their own!

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

From here, allow your child to explore
and investigate on their own. If they need
a little support, stay with them until they
are playing well by themselves. Then
quietly back off and stay nearby, work,
drinking coffee, fold laundry, etc. Allow
them to play independently for as long as
possible.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Close out learning time by revisiting your focus with a book about transportation.

Day Nine

TRANSPORTATION
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

2 to 4 cars that roll smoothly

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Like yesterday, grab the vehicle you
want to roll and sit about 2 feet away
from your child. Say “look” and roll
the car towards them.
2. As the car rolls, make the noise of
that vehicle. For a car, you can “rev”
your engine. For a police car or fire
truck, sound your siren. Cheer when
the car gets to your child.
3. Encourage them to roll the car back to
you or just pick it up and bring it to
you, just like you did yesterday.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

From here, allow your child to explore
and investigate on their own. If they need
a little support, stay with them until they
are playing well by themselves. Then
quietly back off but stay nearby for
support.

2) PREP WORK

1. Go through your vehicles and find 1-3
of your vehicles that roll the
smoothest when pushed (preferably
not pull back cars)

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. If possible, try to encourage your child
to make the car noises. If it’s easier to
focus on just one noise, start there!
This activity is one you can do over
and over. It’s a favorite of ours when
we’re in the kitchen making dinner.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Close out learning time by revisiting your
focus with a book about transportation.
Try to choose a book that has pictures of
the vehicles you introduced today. Read
aloud time could be before nap time, at
the end of the day, or whenever you need
a reading break! Each day will be different
and that's okay. Just make surre to circle
back to the topic so you can reinforce the
new knowledge.

Day Ten

TRANSPORTATION
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

1 to 3 cars that roll smoothly

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. I love setting this activity up while my
children are still asleep. I tape a
cardboard box to the side of a low
table or coffee table and then place a
few cars at the top of the ramp.
2. I wouldn’t even introduce this activity
to children. I would follow their lead
and let them explore it, however they
want, when they come out to it.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

From here, allow your child to explore
and investigate on their own. If they need
a little support, stay with them until they
are playing well by themselves. Then
quietly back off but stay nearby for
support. If your child is ready, add some
tunnels or a tape "road" following the
ramp to help engage them further.

2) PREP WORK

1. Find a ramp that your child can roll
their cars on. I love to tape a flattened
out cardboard box to a low table.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Sometimes they’ll engage with it for
hours! Other times it’s over quickly.
Either option is fine, you’re just
helping them build that imagination!
6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Close out learning time by revisiting your
focus with a book about transportation.
Try to choose a book that has pictures of
vehicles going up and down hills.

Weekly Life on the farm Plans
DAY ONE

Naming farm animals

DAY TWO

Farm animal sensory bin

DAY THREE

Farm animal book

DAY FOUR

Farm animal video

DAY FIVE

Farm animal pom pom pictures

DAY SIX

Farm animal coloring pages

DAY SEVEN

Farm animal flashcards

DAY EIGHT

Farm animal matching

DAY NINE

Farm animal dice

DAY TEN

Farm animal finger puppets
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Life on a farm

WHAT'S ON OUR TOY SHELF THIS WEEK
I recommend sticking with 6-10 toys in your playroom at all times. Here's a
look at how we set up our playroom and what's on our shelves as we learn
more about this week's topic!
Activity #1

Activity #2

Activity #3

Your child's current
favorite activity or toy

An activity focusing
on hand-eye
coordination

An activity focusing on
language learning

Activity #4

Activity #5

Activity #6

An activity featuring
arts & crafts

An activity focusing
on daily life skills

A musical instrument
or scarf

Activity #7

Activity #8

Books!

An activity revolving
around the weekly
theme

An activity revolving
around the weekly
theme

Set out a basket of
themed books! (my
recommendations are
below)

Big Red Barn
Night Night Farm
Noisy Farm (My First)
Plant & Grow
Little Blue Truck
Rosa Loves Cars
TouchThinkLearn: Farm

Click each toy and book title above to take you to our favorite toys and books! If you're using a printed version, or
just want to see everything in one place, go to AppleSlicesLLC.com/toddler-toys.

Day One

LIFE ON THE FARM
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Farm animal figurines and a barn
If you don't have farm animals and/or
a barn, no worries! You can print and
laminate the barn and animals in the
resources provided.

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Encourage your child to engage with
the animals and barn.
2. As they pick up the animals, tell them
that animal's name. "This is a cow. The
cow says 'moooo.' Cow. This is a cow."

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

As your child gets engaged with the toys,
or other plyroom toys, on their own, step
back and watch their play.
Allow them to move into playing on their
own. Stay close by but out of the way as
much as possible.
If they move onto other toys, that's great!
Allow them to play and engaged with
other toys independently.

2) PREP WORK

1. Place the farm animals on a tray next
to the barn.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Enjoy playing with your child and the
farm animals. Follow their lead and be
sure to use the animal's name and the
sound they make throughout your
place.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Later in the day, or whenever you have
time, grab one of your Farm Animal books
and sit down together to read. You can
even include some of the farm animal
figurines into the story, encouraging your
child to see the different types of animals
in different formats.

Day Two

LIFE ON THE FARM
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Farm animals and a barn
OR printed and laminated animals
Sensory bin of rice or beans

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Pick out a farm book and sit down
together and read the book. Point to
each farm animal and introduce them
and the noise they make, similar to
yesterday's lesson.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

As your child gets engaged with the
sensory bin on their own, encourage
them to keep all materials in the bin and
let their imagination go!

2) PREP WORK

1. Prepare your sensory bin.
2. Place farm animals into the bin.
3. I try to place the sensory bin out of
eyesight until it's time to use it.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Introduce the sensory bin to your
child.
2. Sit with them and show them how it
works. Use scoops, measuring cups,
etc. As they find the farm animals
buried, say "Oh! You found the pig!
Oink, oink! The pig."

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Later in the day, or whenever you have
time, grab one of your Farm Animal books
and sit down together to read. You can
even include some of the farm animal
figurines into the story, encouraging your
child to see the different types of animals
in different formats.

Day Three

LIFE ON THE FARM
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Paper Farm Animal Book

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Sit down together and read the paper
farm animal book with your child. Let
them take the lead. See if they can
produce any of the animal noises or
name any farm animals as you read!

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

As your child begin to explore the books
or toys on their own, back off and let
them continue playing on their own.

2) PREP WORK

1. Print out the Farm Animal Book
included in the resources and staple
the pages together.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Encourage your child to look through
the paper farm animal book and any
other farm books (or any book, really!)

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Later in the day, or whenever you have
time, grab one of your Farm Animal books
or reread the Paper Farm Animal Book,
and sit down together to read. You can
even include some of the farm animal
figurines into the story, encouraging your
child to see the different types of animals
in different formats.

Day Four

LIFE ON THE FARM
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Farm Animal Video
You can use my farm animal
videos or you can find a fun one
online (like YouTube) about
animal sounds

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Sit down together and watch the
video once or twice, emphasizing the
noises that each farm animal makes .

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

When your child seems to be playing on
their own, quietly sneak away.

2) PREP WORK

1. Prep the farm animal video on your
phone, TV or computer.
2. Make sure you have some farm
animal figurines nearby.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. After the video, pick up the farm
animal figurines and continue to
emphasize the noises that those
animals make.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Later in the day, or whenever you have
time, grab one of your Farm Animal books
or reread the Paper Farm Animal Book,
and sit down together to read. You can
even include some of the farm animal
figurines into the story, encouraging your
child to see the different types of animals
in different formats.

Day Five

LIFE ON THE FARM
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

2) PREP WORK

1 inch Pom Poms
Available at most craft stores or
HERE.)
Pom Pom Pictures

1. Print out the pom pom pictures and
place the barn picture on a table for
your child. (You can tape down the
barn picture to the table)
2. Set a small basket of three red pom
poms next to the picture.

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION
4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Introduce your child to the barn
picture and the small basket of pom
poms.
2. Let them explore and play with the
materials.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Let your child explore the picture and the
pom poms.
If you want, introduce another image
(working easier to hard) and small basket
of pom poms for them to explore!
There's no need to glue or tape the pom
poms on. These pictures can be used over
and over again (and I recommend
laminating them!)

1. If they've begun to place the pom
poms on the picture - great! If not, pick
up a pom pom using a pincer grasp
and model placing it on a white circle
in the picture.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Later in the day, or whenever you have
time, grab one of your Farm Animal books
or reread the Paper Farm Animal Book,
and sit down together to read. You can
even include some of the farm animal
figurines into the story, encouraging your
child to see the different types of animals
in different formats.

Day Six

LIFE ON THE FARM
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

1. Farm animal coloring pages
2. Crayons

2) PREP WORK

1. Print the Farm Animal coloring pages
out that you want to use.
2. Place one coloring page out on the
table for your child (tape down if you
want) and then set a few crayons next
to the pages. (I recommend 2-3
crayons at most)

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Show your child the animal picture.
Say, "This is a chicken. A chicken. A
chicken says cluck, cluck, cluck."
2. Allow your child to explore the paper
and the crayons on their own.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

If they begin to color off the page say
"only color on the paper" and gently move
their hand back to the paper. If it becomes
an issue, you can always remove the
crayons.
At any age, you can add more adnvaced
art activities. Maybe include watercolors,
acrylic paint, or colored pencils!

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. If they haven't started coloring on
their own, pick up a crayon and show
them how to color on the paper,
showing them little lines. No need to
get fancy here!

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Be sure to hang their artwork up
somewhere they can see it, at least for a
week or two!
When you go to read your farm book, be
sure to point to their art and reference the
animal they colored.

Day Seven

LIFE ON THE FARM
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

1. 2 sets of the farm animal flashcards

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Set out a few of the farm animal flash
cards, face-up, on a table.
2. Keep each matching flash card in your
hand.
3. Introduce the activity to your child.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Don't force your child to complete the
activity if they're not interested in it! Just
move on. Keep the set of animals facing
up on the table and place the second set of
cards in a small basket next to them.
Allow your child to enjoy engaging with
the cards, if they wise.

2) PREP WORK

1. Farm animal sflash cards printed and
laminated

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY
4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. One at a time, hand your child a card
and have them find the matching
card/animal on the table.
2. Take turns naming the animal,
making animal noises or just looking
for the animal!

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Later in the day, to close out the lesson, be
sure to read a farm book. If possible,
match up the farm animal cards to the
animals in the book!

Day Eight

LIFE ON THE FARM
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

1. Farm Animal Figurines
2. Farm Animal Flashcards that match
each figurine you have available.

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Introduce one flashcard at a time.
Say, "This is a horse. A horse. The
horse says 'neigh.' Horse."
2. Then ask them, "Can you find another
horse?" Looking around for a horse.
And help them find the horse
figurine, if they need your help.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

When your child seems to be playing on
their own, quietly sneak away.
Try to keep your mouth quiet and sit on
your hands as much as possible. They
learn through exploration and, unless
they need your help and ask for it, they
just want you close by - they don't need
your help learning!

2) PREP WORK

1. Print, laminate, and cut out the
flashcards, if you haven't already.
2. Set out the farm animal figurines on a
tray next to the flashcards.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Continue doing this until you have
introduced and played with each
activity.
2. If your child is uninterrested or gets
sidetracked, that's okay! This activity
can always be introduced at another
time!

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Later in the day, or whenever you have
time, close out the day's "lesson" and grab
one of your Farm Animal books or reread
the Paper Farm Animal Book, Use the
flashcards during your read aloud. Lay
them out in a line in front of you and each
time you read about an animal, pick up
that flashcard and interact with your
child, letting them see the similartities
between each one.

Day Nine

LIFE ON THE FARM
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

1. Homemade 6-sided animal dice
2. Animal figurines that match the
animals on the dice.

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Place all your animal figurines in
front of your child. Review the names
and noises with them, one by one.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Play with your child for as long as
they’re interested, and then leave the dice
and shapes out for them and let
them play independently however they’d
like.

2) PREP WORK

1. Printout one or two of the 6-sided
animal dice template and put them
together with glue or tape.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Next, introduce the paper dice.
2. Show it to your child and let them
hold it.
3. Say “Look!” and roll the dice.
4. Point to the animal it lands on and
name the animal. “Horse!”
5. Then pick up the animal that matches
it and say, “Horse!”
6. Place the animal back down and roll
the dice again. Then find the
matching animal and hold it up for
your child to see.
7. Encourage your child to participate by
either rolling the dice or picking up
the matching animal (or both!)

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is ready, grab your
chosen animal book of the day and sit
down to read it together

Day Ten

LIFE ON THE FARM
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

1. Farm Animal Finger Puppets
2. A song or story about one of the farm
animal finger puppets

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Place one finger puppet on your
finger and introduce the puppet to
your child.
2. Say something like, "Hi! I'm a pig!
Oink, oink, oink! I'm a pig."

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Allow your child to play with the finger
puppets and encourage them to make
animal noises while they do. Stay nearby
but try to avoid eye contact and
interrupting your child as they play
independently.

2) PREP WORK

1. Print out the finger puppets, cut them
out, and glue them so they fit
comfortably around your fingers.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Ask your child, "can you find another
pig?" Give them up to 10 seconds to
process and react.
2. If they don't find one, you can say,
"Hmmm... where is a pig? Oink oink."
and help your child search for a pig
figurine, picture, or book!"
3. Once they find it, add another animal
to your hand and repeat the process!

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is ready, grab your
chosen animal book of the day and sit
down to read it together.

Weekly Shape Plans
DAY ONE

Introducing shapes

DAY TWO

Shapes sensory bin

DAY THREE

Sticky tape shapes

DAY FOUR

Shapes and play dough

DAY FIVE

Roll a shape

DAY SIX

Match the triangles

DAY SEVEN

Circles, circles, circles

DAY EIGHT

Paint the shapes

DAY NINE

Lace the shapes

DAY TEN

Search for shapes
appleslices4th@gmail.com · www.appleslicesllc.com

Shapes

WHAT'S ON OUR TOY SHELF THIS WEEK
I recommend sticking with 6-10 toys in your playroom at all times. Here's a
look at how we set up our playroom and what's on our shelves as we learn
more about this week's topic!
Activity #1

Activity #2

Activity #3

Your child's current
favorite activity or toy

An activity focusing
on hand-eye
coordination

An activity focusing on
language learning

Activity #4

Activity #5

Activity #6

An activity featuring
arts & crafts

An activity focusing
on daily life skills

A musical instrument
or scarf

Activity #7

Activity #8

Books!

An activity revolving
around the weekly
theme

An activity revolving
around the weekly
theme

Set out a basket of
themed books! (my
recommendations are
below)

My First Shapes
Shapes by Scholastic
Paris: A Book of Shapes
Shapes
My Very First Book of Shapes
Shapes with Frank Lloyd
Wright
Numbeers, Colors, Shapes,
from first 100

Click each toy and book title above to take you to our favorite toys and books! If you're using a printed version, or
just want to see everything in one place, go to AppleSlicesLLC.com/toddler-toys.

Day One

SHAPES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

4-5 Shape pieces (printed out shapes,
shape puzzle pieces, or shapes from a
shape sorter)

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Always use the correct language
when introducing a shape.
2. Show your child one shape at a time
and say “This is a square. A square. A
square. This is a square. You can hold
the square. The square. Square. Place
the square here (and point to the
floor.)” Repeat this introduction with
each shape.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

From here, allow your child to explore
and investigate on their own. If they need
a little support, stay with them
until they are playing well be themselves.
Then quietly back off and stay
nearby, drinking coffee, folding laundry,
etc. Allow them to play independently
for as long as possible. When your child is
ready, grab your chosen shape book of
the day and sit down to read it together.

2) PREP WORK

1. Take your chosen shapes and trace
them onto a piece of paper ahead of
time.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Grab your piece of paper with your
shape tracings, that you prepared
previously. Show your child how they
can place the shapes in each tracing.
2. You can say “Look! I place the square
inside a square.” And show them how
you place the square. “Now, you place
the square.” and hand them the
square.
3. Repeat these steps with each shape or
as long as your child is focused on the
activity.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

I try to make sure my child is maxed out
on their independent playtime before
sitting down to read. But by bringing the
topic back to shapes, we’re able to review
what we learned earlier in the day and
your child can enjoy learning about
shapes in another manner. My son and I
read My Very First Book of Shapes by
Eric Carle.

Day Two

SHAPES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Sensory bin with beans, rice, or water.
I recommend a 41-quart tub with a ½
lb. of rice
The shapes from yesterday. If you can
find the same shapes in other
formats, (tangrams, etc) grab those as
well.

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Again, introduce the shapes you’re
going to be exploring today. Always
use the correct language when
introducing a shape.
2. Show your child one shape at a time
and say “This is a circle. A circle. A
circle. This is a circle. You can hold the
circle. The circle. Circle. Place the
circle here (and point to the floor.)”
Repeat this introduction with each
shape.
3. I like to do a quick review of
yesterday’s activity to activate that
knowledge.

2) PREP WORK

1. Pull together a sensory bin, if you
don’t have one already.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Now, show your child the sensory bin.
I like to place our sensory bin in
another room, so we’re not distracted
by it during the introduction.
2. Place the circle in the sensory bin and
say, “Can you hand me the circle?”
The sensory bin might be too exciting
for your child to focus on you, and
that’s okay! Just place each shape in
the sensory bin and enjoy watching
your child play with the bin.
3. Place scoopers, measuring cups, and
funnels in the sensory bin, as well, to
maximize your child’s fun!
4. This is also a good time to passively
introduce other shapes that are more
advanced (like stars or hearts).
5. Just don’t worry about a formal
introduction or making sure your
child remembers their name.
6. If they pull out one of the shapes, say
”Yes! That’s a circle. A circle!”

Day Two

SHAPES

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

From here, allow your child to explore
and investigate on their own. If they need
a little support, stay with them
until they are playing well be themselves.
If you don’t feel comfortable with
them continuing to play in the sensory
bin, simply say, “I’m putting the
sensory bin away in 3 minutes,” and set a
timer. When the timer goes off, put
the sensory bin away and try to engage
your child in another activity. Then
quietly back off and stay nearby, drinking
coffee, working, folding laundry,
etc. Allow them to play independently for
as long as possible.

When your child is ready, grab your
chosen shape book of the day and sit
down to read it together. I try to make
sure my child is maxed out on their
independent playtime before sitting down
to read. But by bringing the topic back to
shapes, we’re able to review what we
learned earlier in the day and your child
can enjoy learning about shapes in
another manner. This is a very important
part of the lesson because it helps solidify
your child’s knowledge and
understanding. My son and I read My
First Shapes with Frank Lloyd Wright by
Eric Carle.

Day Three

SHAPES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Place a 3-foot piece of tape, sticky side
facing up, on the floor. Tape down
both ends.
Cut out your choice of shapes from
the included resources

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Always use the correct language
when introducing a shape.
2. Show your child one shape at a time
and say “This is a square. A square. A
square. This is a square. You can hold
the square. The square. Square. Place
the square here (and point to the
floor.)” Repeat this introduction with
each shape.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

From here, allow your child to explore
and investigate on their own. If they need
a little support, stay with them
until they are playing well be themselves.
Then quietly back off and stay
nearby, drinking coffee, folding laundry,
etc. Allow them to play independently
for as long as possible. When your child is
ready, grab your chosen shape book of
the day and sit down to read it together.

2) PREP WORK

1. Print and cut out shapes. I
recommend using a thicker paper, like
cardstock. You can also purchase
foam shapes or use small wooden
shape pieces.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Grab your piece of paper with your
shape tracings, that you prepared
previously. Show your child how they
can place the shapes in each tracing.
2. You can say “Look! I place the square
inside a square.” And show them how
you place the square. “Now, you place
the square.” and hand them the
square.
3. Repeat these steps with each shape or
as long as your child is focused on the
activity.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is ready, grab your
chosen shape book of the day and sit
down to read it together. This is a
very important part of the lesson because
it helps solidify your child’s
knowledge and understanding.

Day Four

SHAPES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Different cookie cutter shapes
Playdough

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Pick up a cookie-cutter shape and
introduce the shape to your child, just
like you did on day one. “This is a
rectangle. A rectangle. A rectangle.
You can hold the rectangle. Rectangle.
A rectangle.”

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Now your child can explore and play with
the cookie cutters and playdough on their
own. If you’re not comfortable with
them using playdough, just remove the
playdough and leave the cookie cutters.
Children will find great ways to play with
them! Allow them to continue playing
independently for as long as possible.

2) PREP WORK

1. Purchase or make playdough, using
our recipe

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Sitting on the floor with your child,
grab a chunk of playdough and smush
it onto your surface, flattening it out.
2. Then say, “look!” Pick up a cookiecutter and slowly press it into the
playdough. Push down on the cookie
cutter with two hands.
3. Remove the cookie cutter and pull up
the playdough shape.
4. Identify the shape for your child.
5. ”This is a rectangle. A rectangle. A
rectangle.”

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is ready, grab your
chosen shape book of the day and sit
down to read it together. By bringing the
topic back to shapes, we’re able to review
what we learned earlier in the day
and your child can enjoy learning about
shapes in another manner.

Day Five

SHAPES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Homemade 6-sided dice
Your shapes (try to have one of each
shape on the dice)

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Place all your shapes in front of your
child. Review the shape names with
them, one by one, like you have each
day.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Play with your child for as long as
they’re interested, and then leave the dice
and shapes out for them and let
them play independently however they’d
like.

2) PREP WORK

1. Printout one or two of the 6-sided
shape dice template and put them
together with glue or tape. Also pull
together some extra shapes for your
child to handle and try to have at least
one of every shape on the dice.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Next, introduce the paper dice. Show
it to your child and let them hold it.
2. Say “Look!” and roll the dice.
3. Point to the shape it lands on and
name the shape. “Triangle!”
4. Then pick up the shape that matches
it and say, “Triangle!”
5. Place the shape back down and roll
the dice again. Then find the
matching shape and hold it up for
your child to see.
6. Encourage your child to participate by
either rolling the dice or picking up
the matching shape (or both!)

6) READ ALOUD + REFLECTION

When your child is ready, grab your chosen shape book of the day and sit down to read it
together. I try to make sure my child is maxed out on their independent playtime before
sitting down to read. But by bringing the topic back to shapes, we’re able to review what
we learned earlier in the day and your child can enjoy learning about shapes in another
manner. This is a very important part of the lesson because it helps solidify your child’s
knowledge and understanding.

Day Six

SHAPES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

THIS video all about shapes OR a book
about shapes OR another fun
YouTube video about shapes
Shape flash cards

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Place all the shape flash cards in front
of your child. Review the shape names
with them, one by one, like you have
each day.

2) PREP WORK

1. Pull up the video on shapes and set
the flashcards out in front of your
child.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Next, watch the video on shapes.
2. As you watch, point out the flashcards
that match the shape on the screen.
3. Pause the video as necessary to point
out shapes, colors, etc.
4. Use the flashcards to continue
conversations.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Allow your child to watch the video for as
long as they're interested. Discuss the
shapes, colors, and any other details you
notice. Count the sides of each shape or
just stack cards! Follow your child's lead.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is ready, grab your
chosen shape book of the day and sit
down to read it together. By bringing the
topic back to shapes, we’re able to review
what we learned earlier in the day
and your child can enjoy learning about
shapes in another manner.

Day Seven

SHAPES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Dot stickers preferably, but any
stickers can work!
Tape your piece of paper to the floor
or to the wall

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Point to the circle on the paper and
say “Circle. This is a circle. Circle."
2. Then trace your finger around the
outside of the circle, showing your
child the border of the shape.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Once they are going on their own, step
away and allow them to continue placing
their stickers or playing on their own.

2) PREP WORK

1. Get a square piece of paper and draw a
large circle on it (careful not to make it
an oval)!

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Sitting with your child, remove one of
the stickers from the sheet and place it
along the outside line of the circle or
inside the circle (whichever you
prefer).
2. Then, peel off a sticker for your child
and hand it to them. Point to the
paper with the circle and encourage
them to place the sticker on the paper.
3. Once they are successful with this,
Hand them the sheet of stickers and
show them how to peel off the dot
circles and place them, all on their
own.

6) READ ALOUD + REFLECTION

When your child is ready, grab your chosen shape book of the day and sit down to read it
together. I try to make sure my child is maxed out on their independent playtime before
sitting down to read. As we read, I try to really emphasize circles wherever we see them!

Day Eight

SHAPES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

2) PREP WORK

Large paint cakes
Paintbrushes
3x5 cards with a shape on each one
Small bowl of water

1. On 3x5 blank cards, draw one shape.

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Starting with a blank card, show your
child how to dip their brush in the
water, onto the paint cake, and then
paint the card. After they get the hang
of it (which may be later in the day or
another day – that’s okay!), place the
shape card in front of them.
2. Name the shape on the card. “This is a
square. A square. Paint the square.”
3. Help them paint the inside of the
square (but don’t worry if they go
outside the lines– they will!)

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Once they are going on their own, step
away and allow them to continue placing
their stickers or playing on their own.

1. As they paint, hand them new cards
to paint. You can do different shapes
or repeat the same shape.
2. If your child is just interested in
painting, and not the shapes, that’s
okay too!

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is ready, grab your
chosen shape book of the day and sit
down to read it together. By bringing the
topic back to shapes, we’re able to review
what we learned earlier in the day
and your child can enjoy learning about
shapes in another manner.

Day Nine

SHAPES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Using cardboard, cardstock, or
laminated paper, cut out shapes about
two inches large and punch two holes
in the middle.
You can also use the included
Printable Shape Button pages.
A shoelace or yarn with tape at the
end to make it “pointy” like a shoelace

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Place the shape buttons and shoelaces
on the tray.
2. Pick up one of the shape buttons and
slowly show your child how to push
the pointy side of the shoelace
through the hole in the shape.
3. Be sure to talk about the shapes as you
work.
4. Hand them a shape button and allow
them to try.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Encourage your child to keep working or
play independently.

2) PREP WORK

1. At the end of the shoelace, tie a small
stick, button, or piece of pasta, so a
button will not fall off when strung.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Once all of the shape buttons have
been added to the shoelace, remove
them one by one, placing them back
on the tray, and encourage your child
to repeat the process.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is ready, grab your
chosen shape book of the day and sit
down to read it together

Day Ten

SHAPES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Household shape items
Large piece of paper with shapes
traced on it.

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Place all the household items next to
the large sheet of traced shapes. Pick
one up of the shapes and say, “Hmmm
where does this shape go?”
2. Place the household item on the paper
and try to match it with the correct
shape on the large paper.
3. Be sure to place it in the wrong shape
first, as you model the activity, and
say, “That shape is not right” or “that
shape is too small.” And then, “That
shape is just right! It’s a square!”
4. Hand your child the next household
item and see if they can find the
match.
5. Take turns placing household items on
the paper, as much as your child
allows.

2) PREP WORK

1. Find items around the house that are
the shape we’ve been learning about.
Make sure these items are not
breakable because your child will be
handling them. Trace these shapes
onto a large sheet of paper.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Once your child has completed this
activity once with you, clear all the
household items from the paper and
place them next to it, again. Repeat
the activity.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Play with your child for as long as
they’re interested, and then leave the
household items next to the sheet of
paper for them to play with
independently or to play with something
else.

6) READ ALOUD + REFLECTION

When your child is ready, grab your chosen shape book of the day and sit down to read it
together

Weekly Fruit + Veggie Plans
DAY ONE

Introducing fruits and veggies

DAY TWO

Fruit + veggiie sensory bin

DAY THREE

Fruit + Veggie book

DAY FOUR

One to one blueberry coorespondance

DAY FIVE

Dot sticker pages

DAY SIX

Fruit and veggie growing video

DAY SEVEN

Cutting fruits

DAY EIGHT

Fruit + Veggie dice matching

DAY NINE

Roll the fruits

DAY TEN

Sorting fruits vs. vegetables
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Fruit + Veggies

WHAT'S ON OUR TOY SHELF THIS WEEK
I recommend sticking with 6-10 toys in your playroom at all times. Here's a
look at how we set up our playroom and what's on our shelves as we learn
more about this week's topic!
Activity #1

Activity #2

Activity #3

Your child's current
favorite activity or toy

An activity focusing
on hand-eye
coordination

An activity focusing on
language learning

Activity #4

Activity #5

Activity #6

An activity featuring
arts & crafts

An activity focusing
on daily life skills

A musical instrument
or scarf

Activity #7

Activity #8

Books!

An activity revolving
around the weekly
theme

An activity revolving
around the weekly
theme

Set out a basket of
themed books! (my
recommendations are
below)

Eat Your Colors
Growing Vegetable Soup
My Very First Book of Food
Fruit Bowls
Eating the Alphabet
Mrs. Peanuckle's Vegetable
Alphabet
We're Going to the Farmers
Markets

Click each toy and book title above to take you to our favorite toys and books!
If you're using a printed version, or just want to see everything in one place, go to AppleSlicesLLC.com/toddler-toys.

Day One

FRUITS + VEGETABLES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Fruit and Vegetable flashcards
An example of each fruit or veggie on
the flashcards (real or fake are fine)!

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Set the fruit out in front of your child
and point to each one while naming it.
2. "This is a banana. A banana. Banana."
Then show them the banana
flashcard. Say, "Banana! Look, banana!
This is also a banana!"

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

If they begin to play on their own, step
back and allow them to enjoy the
independent time. Sip your coffee, check
email, etc to make the most of this time!

2) PREP WORK

1. Print and laminate the fruit and
vegetable flashcards

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Work your way through naming and
identifying each fruit and vegetable.
2. With their attention span still being so
short, it's okay if this takes a while or
you need to walk away and return
later.
3. Pretend to eat the food, go grocery
shopping with it, etc.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is finished playing on
their own or is ready to transition into
something different, grab your fruit and
vegetable book for today and sit down to
read it. Try to emphasize some of the
fruits and vegetables you focused on
today.

Day Two

FRUITS + VEGETABLES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Sensory bin with beans, rice, or water.
I recommend a 41-quart tub with a ½
lb. of rice
The fruits and vegetables from the
previous lesson

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Again, introduce the fruits and
vegetables you’re going to be
exploring today. Always use the
correct language when introducing
them.
2. Show your child one piece of food at a
time and say “This is an orange. An
orange. An orange. This is an orange.
You can hold the orange. The orange.
Orange.” Repeat this introduction
with each shape.
3. I like to do a quick review of
yesterday’s activity to activate that
knowledge.

2) PREP WORK

1. Pull together a sensory bin, if you
don’t have one already.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Now, show your child the sensory bin.
I like to place our sensory bin in
another room, so we’re not distracted
by it during the introduction.
2. Place the orange in the sensory bin
and say, “Can you hand me the
orange?” The sensory bin might be too
exciting for your child to focus on you,
and that’s okay! Just place each fruit
and vegetable in the sensory bin and
enjoy watching your child play with
the bin.
3. Place scoopers, measuring cups, and
funnels in the sensory bin, as well, to
maximize your child’s fun!
4. This is also a good time to passively
introduce other pieces of produce that
are trickier.
5. Just don’t worry about a formal
introduction or making sure your
child remembers their name.
6. If they pull out one of the pieces of
fruit or vegetable, say ”Yes! That’s an
apple. An apple!”

Day Two

FRUITS + VEGETABLES
5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

If they begin to play on their own, step
back and allow them to enjoy the
independent time. Sip your coffee, check
email, etc to make the most of this time!

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is finished playing on
their own or is ready to transition into
something different, grab your fruit and
vegetable book for today and sit down to
read it. Try to emphasize some of the
fruits and vegetables you focused on
today while you read.

Day Three

FRUITS + VEGETABLES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Paper Fruit and Vegetable Book

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Sit down together and read the paper
Fruit and Vegetable book with your
child. Let them take the lead. See if
they can name any of the fruits or
vegetables or identify any of them as
you name them.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

As your child begin to explore the books
or toys on their own, back off and let
them continue playing on their own.

2) PREP WORK

1. Print out the Fruit and Vegetable
Book included in the resources and
staple the pages together.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Encourage your child to look through
the paper Fruit and Vegetable book
and any other produce books (or any
book, really!)

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is finished playing on
their own or is ready to transition into
something different, grab your fruit and
vegetable book for today and sit down to
read it. Try to emphasize some of the
fruits and vegetables you focused on
today while you read.

Day Four

FRUITS + VEGETABLES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Blueberries, grapes, or another type of
fruit. (Pom poms also work well for
this - but the fruit is more fun and
yummy)!
Ten frames

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Sit down with the fruit on a plate next
to you.
2. Place the ten frame in front of your
child and take a piece of fruit.
3. Place one piece of fruit on the first
circle on the upper left area of the ten
frame.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

As your child begins to explore the ten
frame on their own, or if they ignore it
altogether, back off and let them continue
playing on their own.
Using the ten frames are a great way for
your child to begin building a strong
sense of numeracy.

2) PREP WORK

1. Print the ten frames and laminate
them for extra durability.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Encourage your child to grab a piece
of fruit and add it to the ten frame on
their own.
2. Feel free to count the pieces as they're
placed on the ten frame, but it's not
necessary.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is finished playing on
their own or is ready to transition into
something different, grab your fruit and
vegetable book for today and sit down to
read it. Try to emphasize some of the
fruits and vegetables you focused on
today while you read.

Day Five

FRUITS + VEGETABLES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Apple and carrot outlines
Dot stickers - remove the white
background from the sticker sheet to
make the dots easier to peel (or use
dot markers, crayons, markers, etc)

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Place one of the apple or carrot images
in front of your child.
2. Show them how to peel the stickers
from the sticker page and place them
on the apple or carrot.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

As your child begins to play with the dots
stickers or color on their own, back away
and allow them to engage with the
activity independently, only interfering if
they ask for your help.
This is an activity that they may only do
for a few minutes before moving on. Keep
it setup throughout the day so they can
return to it again and again.

2) PREP WORK

1. Print the apple and carrot pages (feel
free to print a stack of them to come
back to again and again!)

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Your child can place the stickers
anywhere on the page! Or they can
color anywhere on the page.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is finished playing on
their own or is ready to transition into
something different, grab your fruit and
vegetable book for today and sit down to
read it. Try to emphasize apples and
carrots that you focused on today while
you read.

Day Six

FRUITS + VEGETABLES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Apple and carrot outlines

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Sit down with the fruit on a plate next
to you.
2. Place the ten frame in front of your
child and take a piece of fruit.
3. Place one piece of fruit on the first
circle on the upper left area of the ten
frame.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

As your child begins to explore the ten
frame on their own, or if they ignore it
altogether, back off and let them continue
playing on their own.
Using the ten frames are a great way for
your child to begin building a strong
sense of numeracy.

2) PREP WORK

1. Print the ten frames and laminate
them for extra durability.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Encourage your child to grab a piece
of fruit and add it to the ten frame on
their own.
2. Feel free to count the pieces as they're
placed on the ten frame, but it's not
necessary.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is finished playing on
their own or is ready to transition into
something different, grab your fruit and
vegetable book for today and sit down to
read it. Try to emphasize some of the
fruits and vegetables you focused on
today while you read.

Day Seven

FRUITS + VEGETABLES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Cutting a banana video
Peeled banana
Dull knife (plastic or butter knife)
Cutting board

2) PREP WORK

1. Prepare the short banana video to
watch together
2. Peel a banana

This lesson is optional.
Do not complete if you are not comfortable with it.

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. After watching the banana video, look
at the banana you've peeled and say,
"banana! Let's cut the banana."
2. Take the knife and show your child
how to hold the banana with one
hand and gently cut into the banana.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

While most lessons are great for
independent play, this one needs to be
closely supervised. Once you finish slicing
the banana, show your child how to put
everything away.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. When ready, hand the knife over to
your child and let them try slicing the
banana.
2. Encourage them to use appropriate
knife skills and, please, don't allow
them to do anything unsafe.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is finished playing on
their own or is ready to transition into
something different, grab your fruit and
vegetable book for today and sit down to
read it. Try to emphasize any bananas you
see while reading.

Day Eight

FRUITS + VEGETABLES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Homemade 6-sided dice
Your fake fruit (or real fruit)

2) PREP WORK

1. Printout one or two of the 6-sided
fruit + vegetable dice template and
put them together with glue or tape.

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Place all your fruits and vegetables in
front of your child. Review the shape
names with them, one by one, like you
have each day.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Play with your child for as long as
they’re interested, and then leave the dice
and fake food out for them and let
them play independently however they’d
like.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Next, introduce the paper dice. Show
it to your child and let them hold it.
2. Say “Look!” and roll the dice.
3. Point to the fruit or vegetable it lands
on and name the food. “Banana!”
4. Then pick up the fake food that
matches it and say, “Banana!”
5. Place the food back down and roll the
dice again. Then find the matching
fruit or veggie and hold it up for your
child to see.
6. Encourage your child to participate by
either rolling the dice or picking up
the matching food (or both!)

6) READ ALOUD + REFLECTION

When your child is ready, grab your chosen fruit and vegetable book of the day and sit
down to read it together. I try to make sure my child is maxed out on their independent
playtime before sitting down to read. But by bringing the topic back to shapes, we’re able
to review what we learned earlier in the day and your child can enjoy learning about
shapes in another manner. This is a very important part of the lesson because it helps
solidify your child’s knowledge and understanding.

Day Nine

FRUITS + VEGETABLES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Red, orange, yellow, and green pages
of construction paper
Red, orange, yellow and green fruits
or vegetables.
3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Place all your fruits and vegetables in
front of your child. Review the shape
names with them, one by one, like you
have each day.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Play with your child for as long as
they’re interested, and then leave the
paper and fake food out for them and let
them play independently however they’d
like. Engage with the fruits and veggies,
pretending to eat them, cook them, etc.

2) PREP WORK

1. Get a sample of fake and real fruits
and veggies that are red, orange,
yellow, or green.
Alternative option: Choose just one, two,
or three colors to use.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Next, introduce the page colors to
your child.
2. Grab one of the fruit or vegetable
pieces and name it. Then name the
color of that food. "Banana. The
banana is yellow."
3. Point to the paper and say, "The paper
is yellow."
4. Place the banana on the yellow paper.
5. Pick up another fruit or vegetable and
repeat the process.

6) READ ALOUD + REFLECTION

When your child is ready, grab your chosen fruit and vegetable book of the day and sit
down to read it together. I try to make sure my child is maxed out on their independent
playtime before sitting down to read. But by bringing the topic back to fruits and veggies,
we’re able to review what we learned earlier in the day and your child can enjoy learning
about food in another manner. I try to point out colors during this part as well.

Day Ten

FRUITS + VEGETABLES
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Fruit and Vegetable Sorting Pages
Samples of fruits and vegetables

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. As we haven't spent much time
naming fruits and vegetables yet, this
is just meant to be a fun introduction.
2. Point to the Fruit sorting page and
say, "fruit." Then point to the fruits at
the bottom of the page and say, "These
are fruits."

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Leave the sorting pages and pieces of fruit
or vegetable out while your child plays.
Encourage them to play with the fruits
and vegetables and continue naming the
food, identifying the color, or labeling the
fruit or vegetable moving forward!

2) PREP WORK

1. Gather a sample of fake and real
fruits and veggies.
2. Print out the Fruit and Vegetable
sorting pages

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Pick up a piece of fruit and say, "This
is a fruit. Bananas are fruits." Then
place the banana on the fruit sorting
page.
2. Repeat with another fruit. Once you
have sorted all the fruits, do the same
with vegetables.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is finished playing on
their own or is ready to transition into
something different, grab your fruit and
vegetable book for today and sit down to
read it. Try to emphasize whether
something is a fruit or vegetable.

Weekly Clothing Plans
DAY ONE

Decorate a shirt and pants

DAY TWO

Matching flashcards and clothes

DAY THREE

Setting up a clothing station

DAY FOUR

Clothing sensory bins

DAY FIVE

Dressing your paper dolls

DAY SIX

I spy real clothes

DAY SEVEN

Search and find articles of clothing

DAY EIGHT

Recognizing articles of clothing

DAY NINE

Matching shirt and pant colors

DAY TEN

Lifesize outfit planning
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Clothing

WHAT'S ON OUR TOY SHELF THIS WEEK
I recommend sticking with 6-10 toys in your playroom at all times. Here's a
look at how we set up our playroom and what's on our shelves as we learn
more about this week's topic!
Activity #1

Activity #2

Activity #3

Your child's current
favorite activity or toy

An activity focusing
on hand-eye
coordination

An activity focusing on
language learning

Activity #4

Activity #5

Activity #6

An activity featuring
arts & crafts

An activity focusing
on daily life skills

A musical instrument
or scarf

Activity #7

Activity #8

Books!

An activity revolving
around the weekly
theme

An activity revolving
around the weekly
theme

Set out a basket of
themed books! (my
recommendations are
below)

How to be a Big Kid
Let's Get Dressed
Where Do Pants Go?
Get Dressed
We Can Get Dressed
Froggy Gets Dressed
I Spy Book for Toddlers
Clothing + Things to Wear

Click each toy and book title above to take you to our favorite toys and books!
If you're using a printed version, or just want to see everything in one place, go to AppleSlicesLLC.com/toddler-toys.

Day One

CLOTHING
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Dot markers, crayons, or markers
T-Shirt and pants page

2) PREP WORK

1. Print out the T-shirt and Pant
coloring pages.

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Place the page of t-shirt and pants in
front of your child.
2. Point to the shirt and say, "Shirt!"
Then point to the shirt they're
wearing and say, "shirt!" Point to the
shirt you're wearing and say, "Shirt!"

1. Do the same for the pants.
2. Show your child the dot markers and
encourage them to begin decorating
the shirt or pants with the marker.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Encourage your child to get creative and
color or fill in the page or to do several
different pages!

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is finished playing on
their own or is ready to transition into
something different, grab one of your
clothing books and sit down to read it.
Point out the shirts and pants and refer
back to their coloring page.

Day Two

CLOTHING
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Clothing flashcards
Your child's clothes that match each
flashcard image

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Place the clothing flashcards face up
in front of you. You can start with just
the shirt and pants card or you can do
more!
2. Point to the shirt and say "shirt!" Then
point to your child's shirt and repeat.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Encourage your child to match up the
flashcards with the clothes. Cheer each
time they do! You can also get out doll
clothes and encourage them to sort the
doll clothes or put the doll clothes on a
babydoll.

2) PREP WORK

1. Print out the Clothing flashcards on
cardstock
2. Make sure your child is wearing
clothes that match the flashcards or
you have some clothes pulled out

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Continue doing this with each card
and article of clothing.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is finished playing on
their own or is ready to transition into
something different, grab one of your
clothing books and sit down to read it.

Day Three

CLOTHING
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Today's activity is a little different. You'll need some time to look around your home
and rearrange furniture and clothing to make it more accessible for your child. You
can hop on Pinterest in order to search for some ideas. I like to use the terms
"Montessori toddler closet" or "Montessori shoe area" to find some fun ideas!

2) PREP WORK

1. As your child gets older and more independent, giving them choices and some
freedom helps them learn how to be responsible.
2. Wherever you keep your shoes, set up a small station for your child to easily get ready
before leaving the house. Maybe you place a hook on the wall for their jacket, place a
small basket for their socks, and add a "home" for their shoes.
3. Next, look in their bedroom. How can you allow them access to their clothes so they
can choose what to wear in the mornings? (I like to create a capsule wardrobe with
easy "mix and match" outfits so that I can enjoy whatever my child wears and not
stress about it)!
4. Maybe give them 3 shirts and 3 pairs of pants to choose from. If you don't have space
in their room to set something up, consider setting them out on the floor each
morning. Every time you give your child the ability to make a few choices it helps
them feel like they have some say in their day, which is so helpful for toddlers!

3) FOCUS ACTIVITY

Take some time today to show your child their closet and shoe area. Practice putting on
socks and shoes together, talk about getting dressed, and encourage them to start these
things on their own. Shoe them how to get their shoes and socks and bring them to you.
Even if your child isn't able to do much on their own yet, this can lay a great foundation
for independence a few months down the road.

Day Four

CLOTHING
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Sensory bin with beans, rice, or water.
I recommend a 41-quart tub with a ½
lb. of rice
Pieces of clothing (from the flashcards
and/or paper dolls) printed out on
thick paper

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Again, introduce the articles of
clothing you’re going to be exploring
today.
2. Show your child one piece of clothing
at a time and say “This is a shoe. A
shoe. Shoe.” Repeat this introduction
with each article of clothing.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Encourage your child to continue playing
with the sensory bin on their own. Set a
strict boundary on keeping the materials
inside the bin, as not to cause a huge
mess. You can also lay a blanket down
under the bin and your child to help
collect any extra rice.

2) PREP WORK

1. Pull together a sensory bin, if you
don’t have one already.
2. Cut out the clothing images.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Now, show your child the sensory bin.
I like to place our sensory bin in
another room, so we’re not distracted
by it during the introduction.
2. Place the shoe image in the sensory
bin and say, “Can you hand me the
shoe?”
3. The sensory bin might be too exciting
for your child to focus on you, and
that’s okay! Just place each fruit and
vegetable in the sensory bin and enjoy
watching your child play with the bin.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is finished playing on
their own or is ready to transition into
something different, grab one of your
clothing books and sit down to read it. Use
the clothing pictures to match up clothing
items in the book!

Day Five

CLOTHING
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Paper dolls and clothing printed

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Introduce the dolls and clothing to
your child. Sometimes I like to tape the
dolls to a table using packing tape in
order to keep them 2d and not "up and
moving" :)
2. Leave the clothes on the table in front
of you and point to one. Say, "this is a
shirt." and slide the shirt onto the girl.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Encourage your child to continue
dressing your paper doll on their own or
go play on their own.

2) PREP WORK

1. Print out the paper dolls and clothing
on thick cardstock. Then cut
everything out.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Encourage your child to slide clothing
over on their own and be sure to
name it as they do.
2. Have fun creating outfits for the
paper doll.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is finished playing on
their own or is ready to transition into
something different, grab one of your
clothing books and sit down to read it. Use
the paper doll to match up clothing items
in the book!

Day Six

CLOTHING
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

2) PREP WORK

2-3 shirts, 2-3 pairs of pants, a few
socks, a pair or two of shoes, and
anything else you may want.

1. In your living room or playroom, lay
out all of the articles of clothing on
the floor.

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Stand in front of the clothing and say,
"look at this!! I need a shirt! Can you
find the shirt?"
2. For us, I would probably not include
shoes in this activity because I know
my son would think we were going
outside! ha! And I would definitely let
him play around and jump on the
clothes before asking him to find
them." Always do what works for you!

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Before going into independent play, have
your child clean up the clothes and put
them away together,

1. Have fun "searching" for articles of
clothing and then putting them back
on the floor. Make it a silly game and
enjoy the time together for as long as
you can!

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is finished playing on
their own or is ready to transition into
something different, grab one of your
clothing books and sit down to read it.

Day Seven

CLOTHING
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

The page with lots of articles of
clothing on it.

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Place the page in front of your child.
2. Think of it like a fun "I spy" game. This
activity may be too advanced for your
child and that's okay! Just name any
items they point to.

2) PREP WORK

1. Print out the "I spy" articles of
clothing page.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Ask your child, "can you find a shirt?"
2. Instead of saying "yes" or "no" when
they point to something, say, "that's a
shirt!" This helps build they're
confidence and helps them growup
thinking for themselves, not looking
to you for a "yes" or a "no."

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

Enjoy exploring the clothing page until
your child loses interest. Encourage them
to play independently on their own.

When your child is ready to transition
into something different, grab one of your
clothing books and sit down to read it.
Keep your "I Spy" page nearby and match
up any pieces of clothing from the book to
the page, as possible.

Day Eight

CLOTHING
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

The paper doll clothes
Twine
Clothes pins
Paper doll

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Point to the clothing line and ask your
child "Where is the pair of pants?"
Show them how to pinch the
clothespins to remove the pair of
pants.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Encourage your child to play with the
clothing line and paper dolls on their own
and to move into more independent play
after that.

2) PREP WORK

1. Hang a piece of twine up on the wall
where your child can reach it.
2. Hang different pieces of the clothing
up along the twin using clothespins

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Work your way through locating the
clothes.
2. Place them on your paper dolls as you
find them.
3. Encourage your child to also hang up
the clothes by pinching the
clothespins (although this should be
more challenging for them!)

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is ready to transition
into something different, grab one of your
clothing books and sit down to read it.

Day Nine

CLOTHING
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Construction paper (yellow, pink, and
blue)
Yellow, pink, and blue clothing

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Lay 2 yellow, 2 pink, and 2 blue pieces
of clothing in front of you.
2. Pick one up and name the article of
clothing. Then say, "what color is it?
These pants are pink. Pink." and put
them on the pink piece of construction
paper.
3. Repeat this with the other piece of
pink clothing.

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Set out a small tray with the yellow, blue,
and pink clothing next to the
construction paper. Leave it there as an
invitation for your child to return over
and over again.

2) PREP WORK

1. Lay the construction paper on the
floor (you can tape it for extra
durability)
2. Print and cut out the yellow, pink,
and blue clothing.

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Work your way through all of the
clothes, trying to match up the colors.
It's okay if your child doesn't match
them up correctly! The focus is mostly
on naming clothes and identifying the
differences in colors of each one.
2. Slowly add in more of the clothing as
your child gets more comfortable.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is ready to transition
into something different, grab one of your
clothing books and sit down to read it.

Day Ten

CLOTHING
1) MATERIALS NEEDED

Large kraft paper roll (or a roll of
wrapping paper with a lighter, plain
side)
Markers

3) JOINT ACTIVITY + INTRODUCTION

1. Show your child the lifesize paper doll.
2. Using markers, draw a shirt, shorts or
pants, and shoes on the body.
3. Allow your child to "color" in their
body.
4. You can add a face, fingers, etc!

5) INDEPENDENT PLAY

Leave out a few markers or crayons for
your child to continue coloring, if you're
comfortable with that.

2) PREP WORK

1. Lay the kraft paper on the floor and
trace your child. If they won't stay
still long enough for you to trace
them, just eyeball the sketch!
2. Cut out the toddler sized paper

4) FOCUS ACTIVITY

1. Have fun with this lifesize paper doll!
Let your child get creative.

6) READ ALOUD
+ REFLECTION

When your child is ready to transition
into something different, grab one of your
clothing books and sit down to read it.

Hey There!

COMING SOON
FEBRUARY 3, 2021

The Body Curriculum and Resources will
be updated and available for download.

FEBRUARY 7, 2021

The Building + Stacking Curriculum and
Resources will be updated and available
for download.

FEBRUARY 5, 2021

The Baking Curriculum and Resources
will be updated and available for
download.

FEBRUARY 9, 2021

All videos and music will be updated and
added to the curriculum.

